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The
“North
Star”
Field
Tripod
By Melvin E. Dawson

As my friend and Vega Sky Center colleague, Gary Barabino, (The Vega Sky
Center is an outreach program that Gary
and I started many years ago to share our
love of astronomy) began making preparations to vacation with my family in Florida,
tragedy struck. The victim, Gary’s modified
8-inch f/5 Konus 200-mm Newtonian
mounted on a CG-5 German Equatorial
Mount (GEM). The culprit was a 2006
Chrysler Magnum station wagon which
hardly noticed the Konusky unwittingly
placed in its path. Damages to the
Konusky’s lower extremities were serious,

The completed,
height adjustable
VSC “North Star”
Field Tripod.

An ATM Solution to
Stable Support of a
Small GEM

which required immediate amputation of
all of its legs.
Though we can now inject some
humor, it was not so for Gary when the
incident occurred. For it was only a week
prior, that Gary had replaced one of the
original legs of the tripod because of another altercation. With the second accident,
Gary was quite frustrated and vowed not to
replace the legs again. His attention turned
instead to purchasing a stronger tripod.
Knowing that Gary had not planned
on budgeting for a new tripod, I suggested
that we try building a base for his telescope.

The unit I had in mind would support the
telescope and mount much better than the
original tripod. I generated a design and
presented it to Gary, who approved the
build. This is how the Vega Sky Center
“North Star” Field Tripod was born.
Material and Parts
Cost was definitely a major factor in
deciding which materials to use for this
project. So, reflecting on a previous forkmount project, I recalled using very inexpensive 48-inch long, 2-inch by 2-inch
(2x2) hard-pine stakes (shown in Image 2)
Astronomy TECHNOLOGY TODAY
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THE “NORTH STAR” FIELD TRIPOD
hardware can be a bit expensive, so zinc or
galvanized plated hardware can be used as
an alternative. Zinc plate hardware will
accept enamel paint quite easily, whereas
galvanized components will not. Even the
coated drywall screws take paint quite well.
Strap hinges were selected to attach the
accessory tray to the legs utilizing T-Nuts
and eyebolts to work in conjunction with
strap hinges that provide a means of locking the legs when extended. Pan-head
screws and waterproof polyurethane adhesive were combined for optimum strength
of the leg assemblies.

Image 2

to stiffen the fork mount base platform. We
purchased nine of these stakes to form the
three legs of the tripod – three pieces for
each leg – after spending a good bit of time
making certain each was fine grained,
straight, and knot free. These qualities
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assured that the legs would hold up to the
weight of the telescope.
For weather resistance, stainless steel
hardware was used in connecting the equatorial mount head and legs to the field tripod’s pan-head. Of course, stainless steel

Design Overview
(Note from the Editor - A complete set of
schematic renderings and plans for this project
are available in the online version of this article at www.astronomytechnologytoday.com.
Due to the size, intricate detail, and number
of the renderings Mel has provided of this
project, there is simply not enough space for
them to be included in the print edition of the
magazine.)

THE “NORTH STAR” FIELD TRIPOD

Image 3

The design is similar to that of popular commercial tripods, but differs in
how the individual wood members (the
stakes in our case) are joined to form the
legs. Typically, with commercial wood
and aluminum tripods, three metal
straps or bands are use to hold the leg
elements together. For the “North Star”
tripod, 3/4-inch plywood faceplates were
installed to the front and back “faces” of
each leg assembly and attached to the
two outer main leg support members
with polyurethane adhesive and woodscrews – a combination that works quite
well in holding the leg sections together
throughout the extension range of the
center leg extensions. No more than 3/4
of the center leg extension should protrude from the main leg support assembly when fully extended.
The tripod pan-head is comprised of
four glued layers of 3/4-inch cabinet
grade birch plywood. The layers were
traced from a single template made from
stiff manila card stock and the top layer
includes the recess that accepts the CG5 equatorial head. The pan-head was
quite thick in our prototype design. The
dimensions of the pan-head can be
altered with the number of layers
increased depending on the size and
weight of your specific mount and telescope.
Placement of the horizontal leg
attachment holes in the pan-head fingers
is another consideration. Three individual holes were drilled in the lower portion of the assembly. This allowed for
more material to be positioned above the

Image 4

leg attachment points to take advantage
of the strength of the upper layers, thereby reducing flexure. I recommend that
you do not drill these holes through the
glued seams between the plywood layers
– even though it is common belief that
glued joints are stronger than the plywood itself, I prefer to not test that theory.
Made from a single triangular piece
of 3/4-inch cabinet-grade plywood, the
accessory tray provides a wealth of space
for storing eyepieces, dust covers and

such, and constructing the tray is quite
easy. The tray is simply an equilateral triangle, the tips of which were cut off to
the width of the legs in preparation for
connecting to the inside faceplates. Each
connection point on the tray has two
holes. These are used to attach the accessory tray to the legs with the strap
hinges. As an added feature, a red LED
lamp can be installed to the underside of
the pan-head, or attached to the inside
faceplates of one or more legs to illuminate accessories without depriving night
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THE “NORTH STAR” FIELD TRIPOD
vision. Unfortunately, the prototype accessory tray we built for
our field tripod does not have
side rails or a lamp, but the next
version will include them.
Construction
Overview
Image 3 (Shown previous page) shows one of the completed leg assemblies. The tops
of the two 2x2 stakes used as the
main leg supports were rounded
and a hole drilled in each for
attachment to the Pan-Head as
shown in Image 4 (shown previous page). Next, the bottom
inside edge of one of the main
leg supports was notched at a
45-degree angle as shown in
Image 5 to allow the pivot joint
of a strap hinge to lay flat for use
as the height adjustment locking
system. The lower inside of the
leg was fitted with a T-Nut for

Image 5

Don’t Buy Disappointment
The Half Hitch Delivers Solid Satisfaction
Shake-free focusing and tracking
from a mount weighing just
five and a quarter pounds
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC machined and anodized
Backlash-free motion controls
No clutches or counterweights
Vise-like dovetail system included
Two-axis balancing keeps your scope on target without heavy friction
Disc brake for changing eyepieces
Rigid cross-braced design
Precision encoder installation and folding DSC bracket
Excellent tripod clearance means no column extension needed
Preloaded Timken bearings mean no slop
Centerline loading for superior stability and
performance from your tripod

Don’t skimp on one of the most critical components in your
telescope. Get the most from your expensive premium optics.

www.halfhitchtelescope.com
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insertion of an eyebolt and the two main
leg members were spaced using a 3-inch
length of 2x2 block along with a 1/8inch thick piece of craft plywood to
increase their separation to allow the
adjustable center leg section to move
freely between.
Next, between 1/32 and 1/16 inch
of material was removed from the side of
the adjustable center leg that faces the
back faceplate of the tripod leg with several passes of a spinning drum sander
cylinder on a drill press to ease the fit
between the front and back faceplates
and prevent binding. Then, everything
was sandwiched between the two 3/4inch inch plywood panels which formed
the front and back faceplates.
Woodscrews, and drywall screws, in conjunction with waterproof polyurethane
adhesive were used to attach the faceplates to the main leg support members.
I recommend pre-drilling holes for all
screws to reduce the chance of splitting
the wood
As shown in Image 4, a hole was
drilled through both of the main leg support members, about 1.5 inches below
the curve at the top of the leg to accommodate a 6 inch long by 5/16 inch carriage bolt for marrying to the pan-head.
To pull it all together, two 3 inch long
drywall or deck screws are used on one
side, and one on the other.
The 3 inch length of 2x2 spacer
block serves several purposes: (1) It separates the main leg support members to
allow adequate clearance for the
adjustable center leg section. (2) It acts as
a height stop when the legs are retracted.
(3) It provides additional strength by
reducing twisting and flexure of the legs
at the Pan-Head connection.
Image 5 shows the bottom end of
one of the tripod legs with the adjustable
center leg section removed to reveal its
height adjustment locking mechanism,
which consists of a 3-inch strap hinge,
three small wood screws, a T-Nut, and an
eyebolt. This simple design works quite
well in securing the center leg section

THE “NORTH STAR” FIELD TRIPOD

Image 6

Image 7

when it is extended. The 1/4x20 T-Nut
(hidden behind the strap hinge) is
attached to the inside wall of one of the
2x2 main leg supports and installed in a
5/16-inch hole drilled about 2 inches
from its bottom. A 2 inch long 1/4x20
eyebolt is then screwed into the T-Nut
from the opposite side.
At the end of the same main leg support member, a bevel has been cut at a
45-degree angle to accommodate the
protruding pin of the pivot joint of a 3inch strap hinge. One half of the strap
hinge is inserted up the interior and is
positioned in front of the T-Nut inside
the opening. It is designed to push
against the center leg member by tightening the eyebolt. The other half of the
strap hinge is then attached to the bottom end of the same main leg support
assembly with two small woodscrews.
The remaining overhang of the strap

coats of marine-grade spar varnish. All
edges were slightly rounded or “eased”
using an orbital sander and 220-grit disk.
The accessory tray is an important
component in the design of the tripod. It
not only holds accessories, but also supports the legs and overall structure of the
tripod. The top and bottom views of the
installed accessory tray are shown in
Images 7 and 8 (Image 8 shown following page). A number of factors were considered in determining its dimensions.
First, we assembled the legs and panhead. Then, with the adjustable center
leg sections fully retracted, the legs were
angled from the Pan-Head to see how far
we wanted to set their spread. Next,
using a rule, we determined the height
we wanted to place the accessory tray in
relation to the spread of the legs. Once
the accessory tray’s aboveground height
was established, we could measure the

hinge is bent around the bottom outside
edge of the main leg support assembly.
Finally, another small woodscrew is used
to secure the tip of the bent overhang to
the outside of the main leg support, just
below the eyebolt entry hole, all as
shown in Image 6.
The bottom end of one of the main
leg support assemblies is shown in Image
6 with the center leg section removed.
The eyebolt is tightened to force the
inside hinge strap against the center leg
section, locking it very effectively. This
height adjustment locking mechanism
works well to prevent marring of the center leg section when the eyebolt is tightened, while still providing for positive
locking of the extended center section
whether fully or partially extended.
Once assembly of all three legs was
completed and each was thoroughly
sanded, they were sealed with several

A big Dob on an Equatorial Platform is the ultimate observing
machine. You have aperture, portability, ease of
use, and precision TRACKING. We manufacture
both wooden and metal models of Platforms for
Dobs from 6”–36” in size. They are perfect for highpower observing, group viewing, and astro-imaging.
Check our website for details about our line of all metal
SpicaEyes Telescopes, with either a Platform Drive or
the all-new SlipStream GoTo Drive!

15736 McQuiston Lane
Grass Valley, CA 95945

EQUATORIAL PLATFORMS

(530) 274-9113 • tomosy@nccn.net
www.equatorialplatforms.com
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Image 8

distance between the legs to determine
the width of its three main sides.
This distance was reduced by a couple of inches per side to accommodate
for clearance between the tray and the
inside faceplates of the angles legs. Next,
we trimmed off the three tips of the tray
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Image 9

base to the same width as the faceplates.
With the dimensions calculated, we drew
the triangle onto a piece of 3/4-inch
plywood and cut out the pattern using a
band saw.
The tray is attached to the tripod
legs with six 3-inch strap hinges (two per

leg) connected to the inside faceplate of
the legs. The strap hinges, six 1/4x20
1.5- inch bolts, six 1/4 x20 wing nuts,
and twelve 1/4-inch inch ID/1.25-inch
OD washers were used to make the connections. You can use higher quality
hinges if you prefer. Just make certain to

THE “NORTH STAR” FIELD TRIPOD

Image 10

select hinges that do not require placing
a screw through the middle of the inside
faceplate of the legs. Any screws that
penetrate the faceplate will make contact
with the adjustable center leg section and
interfere with its movement. It is best to
use narrow hinges that can be attached
with long woodscrews or nuts and bolts,
penetrating only the twin main leg support assembly members. In our prototype, we used hinges made of stamped
steel, which will be changed in the next
model to more robust heavy gauge hardened steel hinges.
With the accessory tray completed,
we moved to the “feet” of the tripod legs.

Image 11

As shown in Image 9, we beveled the tips
of the adjustable center legs sections so
the tripod sits flush on a flat surface. To
do this, with the tripod assembled on a
flat surface, we used a compass to scribe
a cut line parallel to the floor by placing
its needlepoint end on the floor and
adjusting the pencil point end to coincide with the height between the floor
and the outward facing edge of the center leg section. The center legs sections
were then removed from the tripod and
cut along the scribe line. A neoprene pad
was attached to the bottom end of each
leg for protection and surefootedness.
There are many alternatives to this sys-

tem – in our next version, I plan to
install a pivoting mechanism, which will
aid in stabilizing the tripod on irregular
surfaces.
Image 10 shows me standing behind
the completed tripod in its lowest
configuration and Image 11 shows Gary
Barabino leans on the fully raised tripod.
That completes our prototype
“North Star” Field Tripod. Our other
ATM projects are described in detail at
www.vega-sky-center.com. If you are
interested in building a similar tripod
and would like to contact me for
more details please email me at
vsc-astronomers@vega-sky-center.com.
Astronomy TECHNOLOGY TODAY
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Figure 3a and 3b:
Opaque and x-ray
diagrams of the tripod leg sections.
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Figures 4a and 4b:
Top view opaque
and x-ray diagrams
of the pan-head
assembly.
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Figures 5a and 5b:
Angled perspectives of the panhead assembly.
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Figures 6 a and 6 b:
Top and angled
views of the accessory tray assembly.
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